Interaction of isoquinoline alkaloid palmatine with deoxyribonucleic acids: binding heterogeneity, and conformational and thermodynamic aspects.
The binding heterogeneity, conformational aspects, and energetics of the interaction of the cytotoxic plant alkaloid palmatine have been studied with various natural and synthetic DNAs. The alkaloid binds to calf thymus and Escherichia coli DNA that have mixed AT and GC sequences in almost equal proportions with positive cooperativity, while, with Clostridium perfringens and Micrococcus lysodeikticus DNA with predominantly high AT and GC sequences, respectively, noncooperative binding was observed. On further investigation with synthetic DNAs, the binding was observed to be cooperative with polymers like poly(dA).poly(dT) and poly(dG).poly(dC) having poly(purine)poly(pyrimidine) sequences, while with polymers poly(dA-dT).poly(dA-dT), poly(dA-dC).poly(dG-dT) and poly(dG-dC).poly(dG-dC), which have alternating purine-pyrimidine sequences, a non-cooperative binding phenomenon was observed. This suggests the binding heterogeneity of palmatine to the two types of sequences of base pairs. Circular dichroism (CD) studies revealed that the binding induced conformational changes in all the DNAs, but more importantly, the bound alkaloid molecules acquired induced optical activity, and the extent was dependent on the AT content and showed AT base-pair specificity. Energetics of the interaction of the alkaloid studied by highly sensitive isothermal titration calorimetry revealed that the binding was in most cases exothermic and favored by both enthalpy and entropy changes, while, in the case of the homo and hetero AT polymers, the same was predominantly entropy-driven. This study defines base-pair-dependent heterogeneity, conformational aspects, and energetics of palmatine binding to DNA.